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This is the vision I had today.  

When I have come to my room, I have begun to invoke the Holy Spirit. I 

wanted to finish a mystery that remained of the rosary but I could not 

because, immediately, the mind had remained suspended, so much that I 

can no longer pray, I can not pray mentally or vocally; I have become 

immobile.  

It came to me that the Lord comes to deliver His people from the slavery 

of sin.  

 

The first image that has come to me has been a waterfall, a very high 

waterfall, the water was falling with a very great force and that same force 

brought many drops of water up. It was very beautiful. It was an impressive 

landscape, an immense scenery full of vegetation and I knew there were 

animals. I saw one, it was a small animal of light color, very funny, it 

appeared and hid in the vegetation, near where the waterfall fell. It was an 

immense vegetation, a greenery immense; I saw the Rainbow in the sky, 

everything was very beautiful. And it has come to me that the Lord creates 

a new heaven and a new earth; where there has never been sin. There has 

never been sin in that place. 

I have known that in this immense landscape there were no people, there 

was no person, it is like a promised place where we will live but we still do 

not live.   

 

After this wonderful place, another image has come to me. It has come 

very slow; between one vision and another there was time for recollection 

in which I was gathered but I saw nothing. The next image was just the 

opposite: A big city, the colors were gray and dark; it was a tremendous 

contrast with what I had just seen. A few words came back to me, referring 
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to the last vision: “The New Jerusalem”, while at that moment, I was seeing 

that gray city. What a great contrast!  

A big city, dark, where there was a lot of movement a lot of fuss, lots of 

ads, a lot of sin, where there was a lot of sin. In this city people went like 

robots, there was no joy or happiness; it was like a movement in the city, a 

movement of people, of things, was not something original, something 

personal but instead a movement in general. Words from Our Lord came to 

me in which He said that all these sins will be taken into account, they will 

be judged for all those sins “for they have known love and despised it.” 

“Knowing love, they have despised Him.”   

In this city, where everything was like that, suddenly the vision has been 

fixed in a house, in which there was light, a house like when you go 

through the city and you see the window of a house; for that is what I have 

seen, the window of a house and there was a person praying; and I have 

understood that in that house all the doors must be close to the enemy. The 

doors are all the things we let evil enter inside, television has come to me, 

everything we can take to that house that comes from outside where evil is. 

You have to close everything, close all doors so that evil does not enter.  

I have seen a river, a kind of river of blood come out of that city, so big 

and gray, and a word came to me: Abortion.  

It is what comes out of this city, all that blood spilled in abortions and 

murders, in crimes; but the first word that has come to me is “abortion”, 

and for a time the vision was fixed on this, the blood that came out of this 

city; in that river of blood that left that city, and “abortion.” And after a 

while other words have appeared: crimes and murders.  

When I was in this vision of the great city, there was an image which 

came and went, but I did not understand, is the image of a field. A very 

large field, a storm in the sky and lightning struck the field.  And in that 

moment I saw a car through that field, but it was a deserted field, 
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absolutely deserted, no one was there. A storm in the sky and lightning that 

struck the field, but the vision did not continue from there and returned to 

what I was seeing, which I believe was the gray and dark city and I did not 

understand what meaning the image of the field had. After seeing this river 

of blood for a while with these words of “abortion, murder, crimes”, then 

the vision of that field has returned and suddenly, people have started to 

come out who were hiding. People came out and filled that field. All those 

people went out to that camp because they had been hidden or I did not see 

them. In that field has appeared a very large cross. I can not say if I have 

seen the cross moments before those people came out of hiding or when 

they were all in the field. It was a wooden cross, very large, but Jesus was 

not on it. It was a cross, just a very large cross made of brown wood. 

    These people who appear in this field were like resigned, totally in 

peace, surrendered; their faces were peaceful, I do not dare to say sadness 

because they were not sad, but resigned, although I did not know what was 

happening, I only know that they filled that field and that they came out of 

hiding. They were quiet, they did nothing, they did not talk to each other, 

they were still, resigned, peaceful and at peace. 

 Suddenly a very large army appeared and they assassinated all of 

them; It is true that I have heard, not with the ears of my body, a cry, but 

that shout was something exceptional, or those cries; they died in silence, 

they did not say anything. They murdered everyone, everyone. I know they 

were left lying in the place they were killed, unburied and that their bodies 

would be grass of the animals. 

 Then I saw that out of all these bodies came their souls, they were 

but without body, dressed in white, but without the physical body and 

headed towards the sky in immense rows, there were rows that came from 

all places of the Earth, immense ranks going to Heaven; of dressed in 

white. 
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 The lyrics of a song came to me: “Open the gates of heaven, make it 

rain; open the gates of heaven, make it rain; open the gates of heaven”  

 

 I have seen trees that gave good fruit, I saw a tree with fruits very 

colorful and it was picked. 

 A white lamb appeared in the sky, it was sitting, it was so beautiful, 

because it was an image above the sky. And it came to me: “A lamb 

without stain”. And I heard: “The lamb without blemish, who takes away 

the sins of the world” 

 I have continued on for another moment in that vision and it is over. 

The vision is over.  

 


